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DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS 
REVIEW INTO AUSTRALIA’S AVIATION AND MARITIME 

TRANSPORT SECURITY 

Ports Australia is pleased to provide a submission to the Department of Home Affairs to contribute to the 
assessment of Australia’s transport security settings to identify vulnerabilities and shortcomings and determine 
whether current settings are fit-for-purpose. Ports Australia acknowledges the importance of Australia’s 
maritime security setting. Effective and efficient security regulation and processes are critical to ensure risks 
are appropriately identified and addressed, the security of the nation is upheld, and that ports enable 
uninterrupted and competitive trade.  

The Australian ports are key infrastructure that allows for the movement of freight and passengers intrastate, 
interstate and internationally, with over 98% of international trade by weight conducted via the country’s 
ports.1  Given the number of international and national vessel movements and volume of trade, the ports play 
an important role in the security of the nation. 

An appropriate approach to managing security cannot be underestimated, with the strength of the approach 
having direct implications for the protection of Australians, and the efficiency of the approach having 
implications for Australia’s competitiveness in international trade. 

Ports Australia is encouraged by the continued collaborative nature of the Department of Home Affairs, and 
its current examination of the present maritime security settings and opportunities to deregulate. Ports 
Australia seeks to support this undertaking, by outlining in this submission opportunities to better the current 
system with: 

1. Improved delineation between port operator and port facility operator entities, and appropriate 
allocation of security obligations to each entity type; and 

2. Enhanced effectiveness and efficiency of the maritime security plan (MSP) process. 
 

 

Ports Australia is the peak industry body representing both publicly and privately owned port authorities and 
corporations across Australia. Ports Australia is governed by a Board of Directors comprising the Chief 
Executive Officers of 13 port corporations from across Australia.  

 

 

1. Improved delineation between port operator and port facility operator, and appropriate 
allocation of security obligations to each entity type 

Ports Australia’s recent submissions in response to the critical infrastructure reforms have raised the issues 
around the current definition of port operator and port facility operator. These shall be expanded upon here, 
as there is opportunity for an improved definition of these entities to reduce unnecessary reporting which 

 
1 Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (BITRE) 2014, Containerised and non-containerised trade 
through Australian ports to 2032–33. 
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places a greater administrative burden on the sector and on government, as well as not always allowing for the 
most timely understanding of security risks. 

The Maritime Transport and Offshore Facilities Security Act 2003 (MTOFSA) currently holds the definition of 
the port operator and port facility operator.2 The port operator is labelled as the default responsible entity 
within the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 with the provision that ‘if another entity is prescribed by 
the rules in relation to the port—that other entity’.3 It is of significant concern that the port operator is the 
default responsible entity and suggests that the port operator is the most appropriate entity to implement the 
positive security obligations.  

The ownership and operation of port land, infrastructure and facilities differs across the port sector. Some 
ports are landlord ports which own the land and lease out areas of the land to port facility operators, whilst 
others own and operate the land and facilities, and others are variations of these.  

As stated in Ports Australia’s previous submissions, landlord ports particularly may not have the level of insight 
on risk exposure and accordingly would be unable to adequately address the positive security obligations and 
keep the Australian Government informed of changes at the port facility owner and operator level. The risk of 
a port facility operator not being defined as the responsible entity is noteworthy and may undermine the intent 
of the legislation, to protect Australia’s critical infrastructure, if not recognised and rectified prior to enacting 
the reforms. It may also carry an unnecessary impost on other entities by naming them as the responsible 
entity.  

If the default responsible entity continues to be the port operator, the Australian Government may not 
promptly receive up-to-date and relevant details on port operations. The MTOFSA requires that the regulated 
critical infrastructure entities, that is 20 ports in Australia, report on changes to the details of the relevant port 
facility operators, and they are required to do so within 30 days. As port owners do not necessarily own or 
operate the facilities, they are not always best placed to notify the government of these changes. Instead, as 
port facility operators are directly aware of changes to their own details, they would be better placed to notify 
government directly should their details change.  

It is absolutely necessary that the correct delineation between port owners, port operators, facility owners, and 
facility operators is made and that each has their own tailored set of reporting obligations that best reflects 
their risk profile – their internal characteristics and the external environment within which they operate. This 
will better enable the objectives of these reforms to be achieved in the ports sector. That is, the accuracy and 
quality of reporting to the Australian Government will improve; the application of any positive security 
obligations will be assigned to the appropriate entity, should they be required; the appropriate entity will be 
provided with the up-to-date security and risk information, and best practice advice; and any unnecessary 
regulatory burdens on entities that are not best placed to address these obligations will be eliminated.  

It is advised that the MTOFSA reference the port facility operator as the default responsible entity as opposed 
to the port operator. This is imperative as it determines which entity will be assigned the highest reporting 
obligations.  
  

 
2 Maritime Transport and Offshore Facilities Security Act 2003 (Cth). 
3 Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 (Cth). 
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2. Enhanced effectiveness and efficiency of the MSP process 

The purpose of the maritime security plan is to: 

• fulfill Australia’s international obligations in regard to seafarers 
• reduce vulnerabilities related to Australian ships, ports and other ships within Australia without undue 

disruption to trade 
• reduce the risk that maritime transport is used to facilitate terrorist and unlawful activities; and 
• ensure effective communication of security information among maritime industry participants and 

government agencies. 

Ports Australia agrees that these outcomes are important and that MSPs are a key element in being able to 
achieve them. It is simultaneously recognised that the process by which these plans are reviewed and approved 
could be significantly improved. The MSP template with examples is a necessary and helpful resource, for the 
ports and government to have a clear understanding of specific contemporary requirements around 
vulnerability identification and security measures and how these are best met and being met. It is, however, 
important that the review process is appropriate. 

In recent years, several Ports Australia members have faced substantial issues and delays in obtaining their MSP 
approvals. The Department of Home Affairs has been open in receiving collective feedback around this and 
provided a considered response around these earlier this year. However, it is Ports Australia’s understanding 
that there are still extant concerns within the ports and that further work could be undertaken. A list of the 
initial points raised by members is provided below with additional Ports Australia comments provided 
underneath. Should further clarity be required on these, Ports Australia would welcome holding a workshop 
between the Department of Home Affairs and the port security personnel at the ports across Australia to 
have these more closely examined and solutions identified.  

1. MSPs are being reviewed in their entirety when only Variations or Revisions are being submitted, 
which is resulting in currently approved measures and procedures being challenged or refused 
contrary to the AMS guidance paper dated 2010 and updated August 2015 that clearly outlines the 
supporting material that is required to be submitted for each of these requests. 

Whilst Ports Australia appreciates that MSPs are a holistic document, it would be worthwhile understanding 
whether there are any elements that could be examined in isolation which would reduce the work of ports 
and government in their development and review of a revised MSP. 

2. Significant time delays are being experienced by the Department of Home Affairs to respond to MSP 
submissions. 

Members are particularly concerned about Department of Home Affairs resourcing and that these delays may 
be exacerbated in the coming year or two. After the MTOFSA is updated in response to the critical 
infrastructure reforms, it is expected that maritime security plan requirements will change and MSPs will need 
to be resubmitted by the whole sector. 

3. At times more than one assessor is being assigned to review the MSP submission. 

It is understandable that not always the same assessor is available and that assessors that have specific 
knowledge are drawn upon, however consistency is also important. Examples have been given to Ports 
Australia where MSP feedback has been provided and the next assigned assessor does not understand that 
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feedback in full and know how to direct the port in meeting that feedback, and this is of concern to the 
membership. 

4. AMS state offices are no longer involved in the MSP assessment process and as such operational 
context is lost during this process. 
 

5. AMS assessors understanding of port operations such as common user operations is lacking and not 
fully understood and in particular understanding what entity should hold the MSP. 

Ports Australia and its members would welcome the opportunity to assist in enhancing the knowledge held by 
AMS assessors understanding of port operations with education sessions including tours of facilities. 

6. AMS provided a direction to maritime industry participants in 2015 for joint MSPs on common user 
berths to be separated so individual entities with fixed infrastructure on the berth hold their own 
MSP. After every maritime industry participant expended considerable expense, AMS are now 
suggesting those entities are no longer required to hold a plan and all operations should fall back to 
the port operator. Most of these maritime industry participants have exclusive licence agreements in 
place for their operations, so a port operator plan covering these operations brings liability concerns 
to the port operators and does not seem to provide an improved security outcome. 
 

7. MSPs are being refused based on the content of the procedures that are required to be included in 
the plans under MTOFSA Regulation 3.55 (Port Operators) and Regulation 3.125 (Port Facility 
Operators) and in particular where a number of port operators are also port facility operators. 

Please see section on Improved delineation between port operator and port facility operator, and appropriate 
allocation of security obligations to each entity type. 

8. MTOFSA Section 51 Approval of MSPs provides a 60 day consideration period for approval of MSPs. 
Failure to approve the plan within the consideration period by the Secretary is taken as refusal the 
plan. The consideration period can be extended by up to 45 days when addition information is 
requested that is relevant to the approval of the plan. This section does not state anything about 
refusing plans based on the content of the procedures that must be included in a plan under 
Regulation 3.55 and 3.125 and needs to be clarified. 
 

9. In accordance with the Regulations, AMS regulatory approvals officers should be assessing that each 
plan contains the required procedures, however, the regulatory approvals officers are refusing plans 
based on the content of the procedures required under Regulation 3.55.  
 

10. It appears that the regulatory approvals officers do not have the operational knowledge to be able to 
refuse plans based on the content of those procedures. Each port or port facility operation is very 
different and has different controls and processes that have been implemented to achieve compliance 
with MSTOFSA and MSP obligations. 

Please see additional comments provided under point 5. 

11. AMS are no longer involved in the development and review of maritime industry participants’ MSPs 
which in the view of MSP holders would assist in the timely processing of MSPs through the AMS 
coordinator centre.  
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An enhanced transport security setting in Australia would be welcome, and Ports Australia appreciates the 
Department of Home Affairs providing this opportunity for industry feedback. Should further information be 
required from a port industry perspective, Ports Australia would be more than pleased to assist. 
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